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Important information

Accreditation period
Units 1 and 2: 1 January 2016 – 31 December 2023 
Units 3 and 4: 1 January 2017 – 31 December 2024

Implementation of this study for Units 1 and 2 commences in 2016. 
Implementation of this study for Units 3 and 4 commences in 2017.

Other sources of information
The VCAA Bulletin is the only official source of changes to regulations and accredited studies. The Bulletin 
also regularly includes advice on VCE studies. It is the responsibility of each VCE teacher to refer to each 
issue of the Bulletin. The Bulletin is available as an e-newsletter via free subscription on the VCAA’s website at:  
www.vcaa.vic.edu.au

To assist teachers in developing courses, the VCAA publishes online the Advice for teachers, which includes 
teaching and learning activities for Units 1–4, and advice on assessment tasks and performance level descriptors 
for School-assessed Coursework in Units 3 and 4.

The current VCE and VCAL Administrative Handbook contains essential information on assessment processes 
and other procedures.

VCE providers
Throughout this Study Design the term ‘school’ is intended to include both schools and other VCE providers.

Copyright
VCE schools may reproduce parts of this Study Design for use by teachers. The full VCAA Copyright Policy is 
available at: www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Pages/aboutus/policies/policy-copyright.aspx.
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Introduction

The language
The language to be studied is standard, contemporary Sgaw Karen, which is the recognised language of Karen 
people and a language of wider communication in Myanmar/Burma. The written form uses the Sgaw Karen script 
and will be referred to in this Study Design as ‘Karen’. Some variation in accent and pronunciation occurs and is 
accepted.

Rationale
The study of languages contributes to the overall education of students, most particularly in the area of 
communication, but also in the areas of intercultural understanding, cognitive development, literacy and general 
knowledge. It provides access to the culture of communities which use the language, and promotes understanding 
of different attitudes and values within the wider Australian community and beyond.

The Karen language was officially used in primary and secondary Karen National Schools across lower Myanmar/
Burma, formerly known as Burma, during British colonial times. The language was used in schools until 1962.

It is estimated that Karen is currently used by between 6 and 7 million people, including approximately 3 million 
in Thailand. It is also used as the main language of communication for users of other Karen varieties. 

There are currently many Karen National schools teaching Sgaw Karen language in the Eastern Karen State 
and in other nearby regions.

Recent political changes since 2004 have seen Karen refugees resettled in Scandinavian countries and other 
parts of Europe, the United States of America, Canada, Australia and several other countries. 

The study of the Karen Language will promote understanding of different cultures within the wider Australian 
community and beyond, as well as promote Australia’s links with Mayanmar and countries where Karen-speaking 
refugees have resettled. 

The ability to communicate in Karen, in conjunction with intercultural understanding and global perspectives, 
may provide students with opportunities for employment in the fields of interpreting, translating, social services, 
ethnic affairs, business, tourism and hospitality, international relations, the arts and education.

Aims
This study is designed to enable students to:

•	 use Karen to communicate with others

•	 understand and appreciate the cultural contexts in which Karen is used

•	 understand their own culture/s through the study of other cultures

•	 understand language as a system

•	 make connections between Karen and English, and/or other languages

•	 apply Karen to work, further study, training or leisure.
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Structure
The study is made up of four units. Each unit deals with specific content and is designed to enable students to 
achieve a set of outcomes. Each outcome is described in terms of key knowledge and key skills.

Entry
There are no prerequisites for entry to Units 1, 2 and 3. Students must undertake Unit 3 prior to undertaking Unit 4. 
VCE Karen is designed for students who will, typically, have studied the language for at least 200 hours prior to 
the commencement of Unit 1. It is possible, however, that some students with less formal experience will also be 
able to meet the requirements successfully. 

Units 1 to 4 are designed to be of an appropriate standard for the final years of secondary education. All VCE 
studies are benchmarked against comparable national and international curriculum.

Duration
Each unit involves at least 50 hours of scheduled classroom instruction over the duration of a semester.

Changes to the study design
During its period of accreditation minor changes to the study will be notified in the VCAA Bulletin. The  VCAA Bulletin 
is the only source of changes to regulations and accredited studies and it is the responsibility of each VCE teacher 
to monitor changes and advice about VCE studies published in the VCAA Bulletin.

Monitoring for quality
As part of ongoing monitoring and quality assurance, the VCAA will periodically undertake an audit of VCE Karen to 
ensure the study is being taught and assessed as accredited. The details of the audit procedures and requirements 
are published annually in the VCE and VCAL Administrative Handbook. Schools will be notified during the teaching 
year of schools and studies to be audited and the required material for submission.

Safety
It is the responsibility of the school to ensure that duty of care is exercised in relation to the health and safety of 
all students undertaking the study.

Employability skills
This study offers a number of opportunities for students to develop employability skills. The Advice for teachers 
provides examples of how students can develop employability skills during learning activities and assessment tasks.

Legislative compliance
When collecting and using information, the provisions of privacy and copyright legislation, such as the Victorian 
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 and Health Records Act 2001, and the federal Privacy Act 1988 and 
Copyright Act 1968, must be met.
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Assessment and reporting

Satisfactory completion
The award of satisfactory completion for a unit is based on the teacher’s decision that the student has demonstrated 
achievement of the set of outcomes specified for the unit. Demonstration of achievement of outcomes and 
satisfactory completion of a unit are determined by evidence gained through the assessment of a range of learning 
activities and tasks.

Teachers must develop courses that provide appropriate opportunities for students to demonstrate satisfactory 
achievement of outcomes. 

The decision about satisfactory completion of a unit is distinct from the assessment of levels of achievement. 
Schools will report a student’s result for each unit to the VCAA as S (Satisfactory) or N (Not Satisfactory).

Levels of achievement

Units 1 and 2
Procedures for the assessment of levels of achievement in Units 1 and 2 are a matter for school decision. Assessment 
of levels of achievement for these units will not be reported to the VCAA. Schools may choose to report levels of 
achievement using grades, descriptive statements or other indicators.

Units 3 and 4
The VCAA specifies the assessment procedures for students undertaking scored assessment in Units 3 and 4. 
Designated assessment tasks are provided in the details for each unit in VCE study designs.

The student’s level of achievement in Units 3 and 4 will be determined by School-assessed Coursework (SACs) 
and/or School-assessed Tasks (SATs) as specified in the VCE study designs, and external assessment.

The VCAA will report the students’ level of performance on each assessment component as a grade from 
A+ to E or UG (ungraded). To receive a study score, the student must achieve two or more graded assessments 
and receive S for both Units 3 and 4. The study score is reported on a scale of 0–50; it is a measure of how well 
the student performed in relation to all others who took the study. Teachers should refer to the current VCE and 
VCAL Administrative Handbook for details on graded assessment and calculation of the study score. Percentage 
contributions to the study score in VCE Karen are as follows:

•	 Unit 3 School-assessed Coursework: 25 per cent

•	 Unit 4 School-assessed Coursework: 25 per cent

•	 Examinations*: oral component } 12.5 per cent 
 written component  37.5 per cent.

Details of the assessment program are described in the sections on Units 3 and 4 in this Study Design.

Authentication
Work related to the outcomes of each unit will be accepted only if the teacher can attest that, to the best of their 
knowledge, all unacknowledged work is the student’s own. Teachers need to refer to the current VCE and VCAL 
Administrative Handbook for authentication procedures.

*A single grade is awarded.
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Units 1–4 Common areas of study
The areas of study for Karen comprise themes and topics, text types, kinds of writing, vocabulary and grammar. They 
are common to all four units of the study and are designed to be drawn upon in an integrated way, as appropriate 
to the linguistic needs of the student and the outcomes for the unit.

The themes and topics are the vehicle through which the student will demonstrate achievement of the outcomes, 
and form the subject of the activities and tasks the student undertakes.

The text types, kinds of writing, vocabulary and grammar are linked, both to each other, and to the themes 
and topics. Together, as common areas of study, they add a further layer of definition to the knowledge and skills 
required for successful achievement of the outcomes.

The common areas of study have been selected to provide the opportunity for the student to build upon what 
is familiar, as well as develop knowledge and skills in new and more challenging areas.

Themes, topics and sub-topics
There are three prescribed themes:

•	 The individual

•	 Karen-speaking communities

•	 The changing world

These themes have a number of prescribed topics and suggested sub-topics. The placement of the topics 
under one or more of the three themes is intended to provide a particular perspective or perspectives for each of 
the topics. The suggested sub-topics expand on the topics, and are provided to guide the student and teacher 
as to how topics may be treated. 

It is not expected that all topics will require the same amount of study time. The length of time and depth of 
treatment devoted to each topic will vary according to the outcomes being addressed, as well as the linguistic 
needs and interests of the student.

The student is required to undertake a detailed study in Units 3 and 4. This detailed study should relate to the 
prescribed themes and topics and be based on a selected sub-topic.
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Prescribed themes and topics, and suggested sub-topics

The individual Karen-speaking communities The changing world

•	 Personal identity
For example, self and others, 
personal values, cultural identity, 
home, background and community.

•	 History, culture and traditions
For example, origin of Karen 
traditions and ways of life, religious/
belief systems, festivals and 
celebrations, multiculturalism.

•	 Social issues
For example, gender equality, 
poverty, women’s role in society, 
social change, role of technology, 
employment.

•	 Relationships
For example, relationships with 
family and friends, the role of 
the family, the individual in the 
community.

•	 Lifestyles
For example, rural and urban life, 
costumes and clothing, social and 
family values, traditional social 
structures, adapting to Australian 
lifestyles.

•	 Youth issues
For example, challenges facing 
young people, self esteem, 
relationships and health.

•	 Education and aspirations
For example, school life, further 
education, careers, lifestyle 
aspirations.

•	 The migrant experience
For example, resettlement and 
its impact, the Karen people in 
Myanmar and beyond, cultural 
diversity.

•	 Environmental issues
For example, environmental change 
in Karen State, conservation and 
development and its impact on 
the environment, deforestation, 
renewable energy.

Note: Bold = Prescribed themes, Bold Italics = Prescribed topics, Italics = Suggested sub-topics.

Text types
In their teaching, learning, and assessment programs, teachers should introduce students to a wide range of text 
types. Text types for receptive language use in teaching, learning, and assessment are not prescribed. 

In the external examination, the following text types are prescribed for productive language use:

Article Message Script of a play
Blog Note Script of a speech or talk
Diary/journal entry Report Story
Email Review Text of an interivew
Letter (formal or informal)

Kinds of writing
The student is expected to be familiar with, and be able to produce, different kinds of writing, either individually or in 
combination, such as: personal, imaginative, persuasive, informative, evaluative, reflective, narrative or descriptive. 

Vocabulary
While there is no prescribed vocabulary list, it is expected that the student will be familiar with a range of vocabulary 
and idioms relevant to the topics prescribed in the Study Design. Students should be encouraged to use dictionaries. 
It is expected that teachers will assist students to develop the necessary skills and confidence to use dictionaries 
effectively. Information on the use of dictionaries in the end-of-year written examination is provided in the end-of-
year examinations section in the VCE and VCAL Administrative Handbook.
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Grammar
The student is expected to recognise and use the following grammatical items: 

Noun  rHR 

 u,J>rh>w>vXto;orltd.<  Ato;orlwtd.’D;w>vXtoH;  

 tumtd.<AtoH;tumwtd.wz.M.yud;tDRvX(rHR)vDRI 

 t’dA= ApDRtJ.uvkm<    AudF<AubD,lR<Aodvh.<AwuHGo.<A 

  oh.xl.  < AxH< AuvHRIIII

 Proper noun  rHReD>p> 

  t’dA=AeD>0g0g<ApDRxlph<A0h>wul.<A0h>rJvbX(ef)<A0h>uH>rJ<AuJG>ubDvh<A 

   Cd.vdmusd<AolrSJusd<AuD>tD;p-whv,g< AuD>uDF.wJ. III

 Common noun rHRursX> 

  t’dA=AySR<A0h><AusD><Aye><AvHmz;<Aoh.xl.<AvD>qh.eDR<ApX>bd<A 

    udF<Ao0D<AxHuD><A0h>cd.<AuvkmuD>rd>yS>III

 Collective noun rHR’l. 

  t’dA=  usD>w’l.<AusD>wcd.<Aye>wu&X<AzsX.xlwu&l><A 

    xd.w’l.<AqDw’l.<Axd.’h.wu&XIIII

 Abstract noun rHRuvR 

  t’dA= AyDng<Aw>tJ.w>uHG<Aw>rHrD><AusdmoEl<Aw>vRw>uyDRIIIII

Pronoun rHRcJ; 

 w>ymyeD.vXtb.w>olcJ;tDRvXrHRtvD>M.rh>?rHRcJ;/vDRI t’dA= A 

 t0JA=Ark.<At0JA=AcGg<At0Joh.<A,<Ay<Ay0J<At0JM.III

 Personal pronoun   rHRcJ;eD> 

  t’dA= A,<Ay<At0J<AeR<Ae<A    ok

 Relative pronoun  rHRcJ;oMR 

  zJw>uwdR(vX)td.qXxX.’D;’k;pJbl;b.xJG0JrHR’D;0D>tbX.pXRM.(vX)M. rh>0J?rHRcJ;oJG/vDRI 

  t’dA= At0Jrh>ySRudFzdvXySRud;*Ry-wXRtDRvDRI 

       AAAAAAA  ,oh.ng[H.vXttd.qd;0JM.vDRI

 Interrogative pronoun rHRcJ;p; 

  rh>rHRcJ;vXtoHuG>w>b.C;A= ArwR<ArwRt<AzJvJ.III 

  t’dA= ArwRtd.zJM.vJ.IArw*RtvHmvJ.I A[H.zJvJ.wzsX.vJ.IA  

    etJ.’D;w>rEkRvJ.IA 

       eucd;,RzJvJ.I

 Indefinite pronoun rHRcJ;,D> 

  t’dA= AySRweDRwJ0JvXt0JzFJ;r;vDRI 

      erXySR[Jw*R*R{gI 

    ySRwtd.eDw*RvXuuG>xJG[H.b.I

 Demonstrative pronoun rHRcJ;vD> 

  t’dA= AvHmt0JtHRrh>,vHmvDRIA 

    usD>t0JM.rh>tusD>vDRI
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Adjective rHRu,X 

 w>vXtu,Xu,J’D;wclxD.rHRoh.wz.M.rh>rHRu,XvDRI 

 t’dA=AvXt’l<AvXtuX.<AvXtCHvR<AvXteXrl<AvXtbD.<A 

  vXtCJR<AvXtxD<A vXt*hRr; III 

   t0Jrh>zdo.vXto; ‘lw*RvDRI

Verb 0D> 

 w>vX0D>M.rh>tymzsgxD.0JA=ArRw>< Arh>w>< AuJw>< Atd.III 

 t’dA= AvJR< AuhR< A[J< AtD.< ArRpXR< A*JRuvH.< Ao;0H.III 

    rRw>A=A t0JuJG;vHmvDRI 

    rh>w> Arhwrh> AuJw> A= At0Jrh>o&.w*RvDRI 

   td.w> A= At0JtxHG.td.cH’kvDRI

Adverb 0D>u,X 

 w>vXtu,Xu,J’D;wJzsg*hRxD.0D>t*h>M.rh>0J0D>u,XvDRI 

 t’d A=  nDEk><AbO.bO.bSD.bSD.<Aol.zSHo;nD<A’d.r;IIII 

      zdo.ydmcGgw*R[;cVr;vDRI 

       rh>vX,zsdw>’d;pJ;tCd,o;ck’d.r;vDRI

 Time chcg 

  t’dA=  wpd>zd<Ar[g<Arqg<AeDwbsD III 

      ,e>[lvXngvHI 

       t0J[JwkRpJRcHI 

        yp;xD.rRcJtHRI

 Number eD.*H> 

  t’dA= A,wJeRcHbsDvHI 

AAAAAAA      t0J[JwbsDwcD.

 Place vD>usJ 

  t’dA= AqXxX.zJtHR 

      vJRqlM. 

       o&.td.vX[H.{gI 

        t0JuhRu’gqlto0D

 Manner wEl 

  t’dA=  t0Jz;vHmql.r; 

              zdo.rHuykmvk; 

     AAAAAA   ymvDRtDRu,Du,D

 Degree ywD> 

  t’dA=A cJvXm<AwzSH.w0m<AweDR<Az;zD<AwpJ;wrSJ; III 

AAAAA      wuHGo.bl;urHvHI 

AAA       ,uwDR,o;vXvXySJRySJRI 

AAAAAAA       ,o;ckvXmo;I

Comparison  o}wDR

   t’d d = ‘d.M>’H;< AtgM>’H;< AvJ>M>’H;< Azk.M>’H; 

    o0DM.qH;M>’H;0h>vDRI 

    yD.vJ.M.vJ>M>’H;ed.vDRI 

    *k>M.xDM>’H;xd;uvJmvDRI
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Tenses  uwD> (cg) 

 Past ylRuGHm 

  t’d=  ,vJRvHH  <A,vJRwh>vHIII 

   pDRwDM.uJwh>uFdo&.vX tylRuHHGm cHeH.M.vDRI 

   zJr[guXm eD>yhyh vJR[;vdmuGJqluD;0.bsDo0DM.vDRI

 Present cJtHR 

  t’d=  ,vJR <A,vJRtzXrk>III 

   tcJtHR,vJRqlxHusdeHRtzXrk>vDRI 

   ,zDxD.rhRvX[gw>tD.t*D>vDRI

 Future qlng 

  t’dA=  ,uvJR<A,ub.III 

   cJrqh.M.,uvJRqlo0DoDvDRI 

   cJuXmwEHG,ub.vJRuD>csXvDRI

Conjunction zsX.ypdm 

  zsX.ypdmpH;w>M.rh>w>uwdRzsX.vXt’k;ypdm0JySRw*R’D;w*Rtw>b.xJG< 

  rhwrh>=                 w>*h>wrHR’D;w>*h>t*RwrHRt*h>tcX;M.<Arh>zsX.ypdmvDRI 

  t’dA= A ‘.vJm<AwbsDCD<A’D;<AtCd<Ab.q.<AvX<Arhwrh><Atcg<A 

   wkRtzXrk><AwcD<A wu;b.<oemuh<AvXM.trJmng<At*D><A 

   wuD>cg<Arh>vX<AM>’H; III 

   eD>xl’D;eD>phrh>’Dyk>0J>vDRI 

   yeD.*H>pSRoemuhyrRohvDRI

Classifier	 rHRydmxJG 

  t’dA= A ‘k<A*R<Abd<Abh.<AzsX.<AzD;<Axl.<Axl<Acl.III 

   usD>w’k<Axd.wbh.<AySRunDw*R<Aoh.wxl.<AzDwzD;<AysHRwbdIIII

Preposition zsX.bs;pJ 

  zsX.bs;pJpH;w>M.<Arh>vHmzsX.vXt’k;bs;pJw>rHRcHcgM.vDRI 

  t’dA=A  vX<A0J<ACkm’D;<AcDzsd<A’fod;<Aoemuh<AzJ<Aql<AtzDvm<AtzDcd.III 

   eqSXw>y&XcDzsdrw*RvJ.I 

   t0JvJRql0h>ylRvDRI

Article  *h>cX; 

 Definite article  *h>cX;eD> 

   t’dA=   pDRyRtd.w*RvDRIA(wvDRwH>) 

  AAA  pDRyR0JM.tzdcGgtd.cH*RvDRIA(vDRwH>)

 Indefinite article  *h>cX;,D> 

   t’dA=A uoH.o&.w*R (w*R*hR w*R*hR)

Sentence structure  usdRySJRoEl 

   t’dA=  ,uvJRqludFvDRI

 Subject  eD>rR 

   t’dA=  eD>0gvJRqludFvDRI 

     ye>w’ktD.eD.vDRI 

    t0J[J[;ql,[H.I
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 Verb   0D> 

   t’dA= A[;<AtD.<Atd.<ArH<Az;<AuJG;<ApH.<ACh><AusDIII 

    ,urRuqSDw>vDRI 

    usD>w’ktd.vXysDylRI

 Object  eD>cD. 

   t’dA=  ,tD.rhRvDRI 

  AAAAAA   qDwbh.M.[;CktD.tq.vDRI 

    xd.zdwz.,lR0hR0DRvXw>z;zDvDRI

 Clause  usdRcD  

   vHmzsX.u   %l>bs;pJvdmo;vXtd.Ckm’D;AeD>rR ‘D;0D> 

   t’dA=  rh>vXt0JeHRb.tDR 

    ,uxH.tDR 

   A ezsgCHvR

 Phrase  usdRuh 

   vHmzsX.u   %l>bs;pJvdmo;vXwtd.’D;AeD> rR’D;0D> 

   t’dA=  vXtuvk>’d. 

    vXol.*hRo;0g 

     b.qXb.uwD> 

    cDzsdtw>eHR

 Question   w>oHuG> 

   t’dA=  rwRtd.zJM.vJ.I 

     euvJRzJvJ.I 

     rw*Rtw>vJ.I 

    eo;vDw>rEkRvJ.I

 Final particles  usdRySJRuwX>wz. 

   t’dA=  vDR<AvJ.<A{g<AeDR<A{D>III 

    eutD.rhR{gI 

    erHR’fvJ.I 

    cJ*DR,uvJRvXe[H.eDRI 

   A [D.w*hR{D>I 

Orthography

 Vowels  w>oD.rd>yS> 

   =g  A  AA  A=H  AAAA=hAAAA  =J  AAAA=X  AAAA=k  AAAA=l  AAAA=d  AAAA=D

 Tones  w>oD.CXzSH 

   =>  AAAA=m  AAAA=.AAAA  =;  AAAA=R

 Double consonants  vHmzsX.cX.p; 

   -A=   AAAA=AsAAAA   =G   AAAA=S   AAAAA=F
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Unit 1

Areas of study
The areas of study common to Units 1–4 are detailed on pages 8–13 of this Study Design.

Outcomes
For this unit the student is required to demonstrate achievement of three outcomes.

Outcome 1
On completion of this unit the student should be able to establish and maintain a spoken or written exchange 
related to personal areas of experience.

Key knowledge and skills

To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:

•	 use structures related to describing, explaining and commenting on past, present or future events or 
experiences, both real and imaginary

•	 initiate, maintain and close an exchange

•	 use appropriate style and register

•	 use a range of question and answer forms

•	 link and sequence ideas and information

•	 recognise and respond to cues for turn-taking

•	 self-correct, rephrase and use fillers to maintain communication

•	 use appropriate intonation, stress, pitch, spelling and punctuation

•	 communicate in a range of text types; for example, letter, email, social media

•	 use conventions and language appropriate to the text type

•	 use appropriate non-verbal forms of communication, such as eye contact and handshake.

Outcome 2
On completion of this unit the student should be able to listen to, read and obtain information from spoken and 
written texts.

Key knowledge and skills

To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:

•	 apply knowledge of conventions of text types

•	 identify key words, main points and supporting ideas

•	 order, classify and link items from various parts of the text

•	 apply knowledge of vocabulary and structures related to the topics studied

•	 recognise common patterns of word formation, cognates and grammatical markers, and use these to infer 
meaning
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•	 convey gist and global understanding as well as specific items

•	 establish and confirm meaning through re-reading, using headings and diagrams, and referring to dictionaries.

Outcome 3
On completion of this unit the student should be able to produce a personal response to a text focusing on real 
or imaginary experience.

Key knowledge and skills

To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:

•	 apply the conventions of relevant text types; for example, review, article

•	 use structures related to explaining, describing, comparing and commenting on past, present and future 
events or experiences

•	 use stylistic features, such as repetition and contrast

•	 identify main ideas, events and sequences of action

•	 link ideas, events and characters

•	 summarise, explain, compare and contrast experiences, opinions, ideas, feelings and reactions

•	 select and make use of relevant reference materials

•	 provide personal comment and perspective on aspects of texts

•	 respond appropriately for the context, purpose and audience described.

Assessment
The award of satisfactory completion for a unit is based on whether the student has demonstrated the set of 
outcomes specified for the unit. Teachers should use a variety of learning activities and assessment tasks that 
provide a range of opportunities for students to demonstrate the key knowledge and key skills in the outcomes.

The areas of study and key knowledge and key skills listed for the outcomes should be used for course design 
and the development of learning activities and assessment tasks. Assessment tasks must be a part of the regular 
teaching and learning program and should be completed mainly in class and within a limited timeframe. 

All assessments at Units 1 and 2 are school-based. Procedures for assessment of levels of achievement in 
Units 1 and 2 are a matter for school decision.

For this unit students are required to demonstrate three outcomes. As a set these outcomes encompass the 
areas of study in the unit.

Demonstration of achievement of Outcomes 1, 2 and 3 must be based on the student’s performance on a 
selection of assessment tasks.

A total of four tasks should be selected from the following list. 

Outcome 1:
•	 informal conversation 

or

•	 reply to personal letter or email.
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Outcome 2:
•	 listen to spoken texts (e.g. conversations, interviews, broadcasts) to obtain information to complete notes, 

charts or tables in Karen or English

and

•	 read written texts (e.g. extracts, advertisements, letters) to obtain information to complete notes, charts or 
tables in Karen or English.

Outcome 3:
•	 oral presentation

or

•	 review 

or

•	 article.

The student should respond in Karen to all assessment tasks that are selected to address Outcomes 1 and 3. 
Of the two tasks required for Outcome 2, one requires a response in Karen, and the other a response in English. 
Over the course of the unit, both oral and written skills in Karen should be assessed. Therefore if an oral task is 
selected to address Outcome 1, a written task should be selected to address Outcome 3, and vice versa.

Where teachers allow students to choose between tasks they must ensure that the tasks they set are of 
comparable scope and demand.
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Unit 2 

Areas of study
The areas of study common to Units 1–4 are detailed on pages 8–13 of this Study Design.

Outcomes
For this unit the student is required to demonstrate achievement of three outcomes.

Outcome 1
On completion of this unit the student should be able to participate in a spoken or written exchange related to 
making arrangements and completing transactions.

Key knowledge and skills

To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:

•	 use structures related to asking for or giving assistance or advice, suggesting, explaining, agreeing and 
disagreeing

•	 use fillers, affirming phrases and formulaic expressions related to negotiation and transaction

•	 apply the conventions of the relevant text type

•	 use vocabulary and expressions appropriate to the topic

•	 make arrangements and complete a transaction

•	 obtain and provide goods, services and public information

•	 link and sequence ideas and demonstrate clarity of expression in spoken or written form

•	 initiate, maintain, direct as appropriate, and close an exchange

•	 use stance, gesture and facial expression to enhance meaning and to persuade

•	 use appropriate non-verbal forms of communication

•	 use examples and reasons to support arguments, and to convince

•	 respond appropriately for the context, purpose and audience described.

Outcome 2
On completion of this unit the student should be able to listen to, read and extract and use information and ideas 
from spoken and written texts.

Key knowledge and skills

To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:

•	 apply the conventions of the relevant text type such as a letter or a newspaper report

•	 use vocabulary, structures and content related to topics studied

•	 infer points of view, opinions and ideas

•	 infer meaning from linguistic and contextual features
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•	 order, classify, compare and predict information and ideas

•	 extract and reorganise information and ideas from one text type to another

•	 use connectives to link ideas at sentence and paragraph level

•	 appreciate cultural aspects critical to understanding the text.

Outcome 3
On completion of this unit the student should be able to give expression to real or imaginary experience in spoken 
or written form.

Key knowledge and skills

To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:

•	 apply the conventions of text types

•	 use structures related to describing, recounting, narrating, reflecting upon past, present or future events or 
experiences

•	 use a range of appropriate vocabulary and expressions

•	 structure writing to sequence main ideas and events logically

•	 use stylistic techniques such as repetition, questions and exclamations

•	 vary language for audience, context and purpose

•	 use connectives to link ideas at sentence and paragraph level.

Assessment
The award of satisfactory completion for a unit is based on whether the student has demonstrated the set of 
outcomes specified for the unit. Teachers should use a variety of learning activities and assessment tasks that 
provide a range of opportunities for students to demonstrate the key knowledge and key skills in the outcomes.

The areas of study and key knowledge and key skills listed for the outcomes should be used for course design 
and the development of learning activities and assessment tasks. Assessment tasks must be a part of the regular 
teaching and learning program and should be completed mainly in class and within a limited timeframe. 

All assessments at Units 1 and 2 are school-based. Procedures for assessment of levels of achievement in 
Units 1 and 2 are a matter for school decision.

For this unit students are required to demonstrate three outcomes. As a set these outcomes encompass the 
areas of study in the unit.

Demonstration of achievement of Outcomes 1, 2 and 3 must be based on the student’s performance on a 
selection of assessment tasks.

A total of four tasks should be selected from the following list. 

Outcome 1:
•	 formal letter or email 

or

•	 role-play 

or

•	 interview.
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Outcome 2:
•	 listen to spoken texts (e.g. conversations, interviews, broadcasts) and reorganise information and ideas in a 

different text type

and

•	 read written texts (e.g. extracts, advertisements, letters) and reorganise information and ideas in a different text 
type.

Outcome 3:
•	 journal entry 

or

•	 personal account 

or

•	 short story.

The texts used are in Karen and the student should respond in Karen to all assessment tasks selected. Over 
the course of the unit, both oral and written skills in Karen should be assessed. Therefore if an oral task is selected 
to address Outcome 1, a written task should be selected to address Outcome 3, and vice versa.

Where teachers allow students to choose between tasks they must ensure that the tasks they set are of 
comparable scope and demand.
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Units 3 and 4

Detailed study
The student is required to undertake a detailed study during Units 3 and 4.

The student will be expected to discuss their detailed study in Section 2, Discussion, of the Oral Examination.

Over the course of Units 3 and 4, approximately 15 hours of scheduled class time should be devoted to the 
detailed study. 

The detailed study should be based on a sub-topic related to one or more of the prescribed topics listed in the 
table on page 9. The sub-topic may be drawn from this table or a different sub-topic may be selected. 

One sub-topic may be selected for a whole class. It will be important to select a sub-topic that is sufficiently 
broad to accommodate a range of interests and perspectives, so that each student can provide an individual 
response to the coursework assessment task/s set, as well as in the Discussion in Section 2 of the Oral Examination. 
Alternatively, different sub-topics may be selected for individuals or groups of students.

At least one and no more than two of the six assessment tasks for school-assessed coursework should focus 
on the detailed study. The detailed study assessment task/s should be selected from those required to assess 
achievement of Outcome 2, Unit 4, and be designed to assess the student’s understanding of the language and 
culture of the Karen-speaking community. The sub-topics and texts should also be selected to ensure the student 
is able to focus on the knowledge and skills associated with Outcome 2, Unit 4.

Language and culture through texts
The detailed study should enable the student to explore and compare aspects of the language and culture of 
Karen-speaking communities through a range of oral and written texts in Karen related to the selected sub-topic. 
This will enable the student to develop knowledge and understanding of, for example, historical issues, aspects of 
contemporary society or the literary or artistic heritage of communities. The texts which form the basis of this study 
might include feature films, short films, short stories, songs, newspaper articles, electronic texts, documentaries, 
music, painting and oral histories. The length of texts selected will vary depending on the type of text, its density 
and level of complexity. So that the student can explore their sub-topic in sufficient depth to meet the relevant 
outcomes, it is suggested that a range of at least three different kinds of text are selected. These might include 
aural and visual, as well as written texts. 
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Unit 3

Areas of study
The areas of study common to Units 1–4 are detailed on pages 8–13 of this Study Design.

Outcomes
For this unit the student is required to demonstrate achievement of three outcomes.

Outcome 1
On completion of this unit the student should be able to express ideas through the production of original texts.

Key knowledge and skills

To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:

•	 create an imaginative or a personal text focusing on an event or experience in the past, present or future

•	 show knowledge of first- or third-person narrative perspectives

•	 use language appropriate to audience, context, purpose and text type, and change register and style 
accordingly

•	 organise and sequence ideas

•	 use simple stylistic techniques such as repetition, questions, exclamations, changes in tone or speed of 
delivery

•	 make appropriate use of reference materials, including dictionaries

•	 simplify or paraphrase complex expressions

•	 use a range of relevant text types.

Outcome 2
On completion of this unit the student should be able to analyse and use information from spoken texts.

Key knowledge and skills

To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to: 

•	 convey gist, identify main points, supporting points and detailed items of specific information

•	 infer points of view, attitudes, emotions from context and/or choice of language and intonation

•	 employ registers and stylistic features such as repetition and tone, where appropriate

•	 establish and confirm meaning through re-listening and using dictionaries

•	 accurately convey meaning.
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Outcome 3
On completion of this unit the student should be able to exchange information, opinions and experiences.

Key knowledge and skills

To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:

•	 exchange and justify opinions and ideas

•	 use appropriate intonation and stress

•	 present and comment on factual information

•	 describe and comment on aspects of past, present and future experience

•	 link and sequence ideas logically

•	 ask for and give assistance or advice

•	 speak using appropriate register for the audience, context and purpose

•	 self-correct and rephrase to maintain communication

•	 use response words, question forms and gesture, where appropriate.

School-based assessment

Satisfactory completion
The award of satisfactory completion for a unit is based on whether the student has demonstrated the set of 
outcomes specified for the unit. Teachers should use a variety of learning activities and assessment tasks to provide 
a range of opportunities for students to demonstrate the key knowledge and key skills in the outcomes.

The areas of study and key knowledge and key skills listed for the outcomes should be used for course design 
and the development of learning activities and assessment tasks.

Assessment of levels of achievement
The student’s level of achievement in Unit 3 will be determined by School-assessed Coursework. School-assessed 
Coursework tasks must be a part of the regular teaching and learning program and must not unduly add to the 
workload associated with that program. They must be completed mainly in class and within a limited timeframe. 

Where teachers provide a range of options for the same School-assessed Coursework task, they should ensure 
that the options are of comparable scope and demand. 

The types and range of forms of School-assessed Coursework for the outcomes are prescribed within the Study 
Design. The VCAA publishes Advice for teachers for this study, which includes advice on the design of assessment 
tasks and the assessment of student work for a level of achievement.

Teachers will provide to the VCAA a numerical score representing an assessment of the student’s level of 
achievement. The score must be based on the teacher’s assessment of the performance of each student on the 
tasks set out in the following table.

Contribution to final assessment

School-assessed Coursework for Unit 3 will contribute 25 per cent to the study score. 
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Outcomes Marks allocated* Assessment tasks

Outcome 1
Express ideas through the production of 
original texts.

20 A 250-word personal or imaginative written piece.

Outcome 2
Analyse and use information from spoken 
texts.

10
A response to specific questions, messages or 
instructions, extracting and using the information 
requested.

Outcome 3
Exchange information, opinions and 
experiences.

20 A three- to four-minute role-play, focusing on the 
resolution of an issue.

Total marks 50

*School-assessed Coursework for Unit 3 contributes 25 per cent.

External assessment
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 will also be assessed by two end-of-year examinations, which together 
will contribute 50 per cent.
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Unit 4

Areas of study
The areas of study common to Units 1–4 are detailed on pages 8–13 of this Study Design.

Outcomes
For this unit the student is required to demonstrate achievement of two outcomes.

Outcome 1
On completion of this unit the student should be able to analyse and use information from written texts.

Key knowledge and skills

To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to:

•	 understand and convey gist, identify main points, and extract and use information

•	 infer points of view, attitudes and emotions from context and choice of language

•	 summarise, interpret and evaluate information from texts

•	 appreciate cultural aspects critical to understanding the text

•	 compare and contrast aspects of texts on a similar topic

•	 accurately convey meaning

•	 use the text type specified in the task

•	 use simple stylistic features such as repetition and contrast

•	 infer meaning from cognates, grammatical markers and common patterns of word formation.

Outcome 2
On completion of this unit the student should be able to respond critically to spoken and written texts that reflect 
aspects of the language and culture of Karen-speaking communities.

Key knowledge and skills

To achieve this outcome the student should demonstrate the knowledge and skills to: 

•	 compare and contrast aspects of life in Karen-speaking communities with other language communities in 
Australia

•	 identify and comment on culturally specific aspects of language, behaviour or attitude

•	 present an opinion about an aspect of the culture associated with the language

•	 identify similarities and differences between texts, and find evidence to support particular views

•	 show an awareness that different social contexts require different types of language

•	 select and make use of relevant reference materials.
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School-based assessment

Satisfactory completion
The award of satisfactory completion for a unit is based on whether the student has demonstrated the set of 
outcomes specified for the unit. Teachers should use a variety of learning activities and assessment tasks to provide 
a range of opportunities for students to demonstrate the key knowledge and key skills in the outcomes.

The areas of study and key knowledge and key skills listed for the outcomes should be used for course design 
and the development of learning activities and assessment tasks.

Assessment of levels of achievement
The student’s level of achievement in Unit 4 will be determined by School-assessed Coursework. School-assessed 
Coursework tasks must be a part of the regular teaching and learning program and must not unduly add to the 
workload associated with that program. They must be completed mainly in class and within a limited timeframe. 

Where teachers provide a range of options for the same School-assessed Coursework task, they should ensure 
that the options are of comparable scope and demand. 

The types and range of forms of School-assessed Coursework for the outcomes are prescribed within the Study 
Design. The VCAA publishes Advice for teachers for this study, which includes advice on the design of assessment 
tasks and the assessment of student work for a level of achievement.

Teachers will provide to the VCAA a numerical score representing an assessment of the student’s level of 
achievement. The score must be based on the teacher’s assessment of the performance of each student on the 
tasks set out in the following table.

Contributions to final assessment

School-assessed Coursework for Unit 4 will contribute 25 per cent to the study score. 

Outcomes Marks allocated* Assessment tasks

Outcome 1
Analyse and use information from written 
texts.

10
A response to specific questions, messages or 
instructions, extracting and using information 
requested.

Outcome 2
Respond critically to spoken and written 
texts that reflect aspects of the language 
and culture of Karen-speaking communities.

20

20

A 250–300-word informative, persuasive or 
evaluative written response, for example report, 
comparison or review.

and

A three- to four-minute interview on an issue related 
to the texts studied.

Total marks 50

*School-assessed Coursework for Unit 4 contributes 25 per cent.
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External assessment
The level of achievement for Units 3 and 4 will also be assessed by two end-of-year examinations, which together 
will contribute 50 per cent.

End-of-year examinations
The end-of-year examinations are:

•	 an oral examination

•	 a written examination.

Oral examination (approximately 15 minutes)
Dictionaries and electronic devices are not permitted in the oral examination. 

Purpose

The oral examination is designed primarily to assess the student’s knowledge and skill in using spoken Karen. 

Specifications

The oral examination has two sections.

Section 1: Conversation (approximately 7 minutes)

The examination will begin with a conversation between the student and the assessor/s. It will consist of a general 
conversation about the student’s personal world; for example, school and home life, family and friends, interests 
and aspirations.

Section 2: Discussion (approximately 8 minutes)

Following the Conversation the student will indicate to the assessor/s the sub-topic chosen for detailed study 
and, in no more than one minute, briefly introduce the main focus of their sub-topic, alerting assessors to any 
objects brought to support the discussion. The focus of the discussion will be to explore aspects of the language 
and culture of Karen-speaking communities and the student will be expected to make reference to texts studied. 

The student may support the discussion with objects such as photographs, diagrams, and maps. Notes and 
cue cards are not permitted.

Written examination (2 hours and 30 minutes, plus 10 minutes reading time)
The student may use monolingual and/or bilingual print dictionaries in one or two volumes in the written examination. 

Section 1: Listening and responding

Purpose

Section 1 of the written examination is designed primarily to assess the student’s knowledge and skill in analysing 
information from spoken texts.

The student will be expected to demonstrate understanding of general and specific information from spoken 
texts, and respond in English in Part A and Karen in Part B to questions on this information. The questions may 
require the student to identify information related to:

•	 the context, purpose and audience of the text

•	 aspects of the language of the text; for example, tone, register and knowledge of language structures.
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Specifications

Section 1 of the written examination has two parts, Part A and Part B. The texts in both parts will be related to one 
or more of the prescribed themes.

The student hears six texts in Karen covering a number of text types. The total listening time for one reading of 
the texts without pauses will be approximately 8 minutes (16 minutes in total for two readings of each text). Some 
texts will be short, that is, one reading of each text will be approximately 35–45 seconds. Some texts will be longer, 
that is, one reading of each text will be approximately 90–120 seconds.

Each text will be heard twice. There will be a pause between the first and second readings in which the student 
may take notes. The student will be given sufficient time after the second reading to complete responses.

The student will be expected to respond to a range of question types, such as completing a table, chart, list or 
form, or responding to a message, open-ended questions or multiple-choice items.

Part A 

There will be three texts, including at least one shorter text and one longer text.

Questions will be phrased in English for responses in English.

Part B 

There will be three texts, including at least one shorter text and one longer text.

Questions will be phrased in English and in Karen for responses in Karen.

Section 2: Reading and responding

Purpose

Section 2 of the written examination is designed primarily to assess the student’s knowledge and skill in analysing 
and responding to information from written texts. 

In Part A the student will be required to demonstrate understanding of written texts. The student may be required 
to extract, summarise, and/or evaluate information from one or two texts. The student may be required to respond 
critically to the text/s and, where there are two texts, to compare and/or contrast aspects of both texts.

In Part B the student will be expected to demonstrate understanding of a written text by responding in Karen 
to information provided in a text.

Specifications

Section 2 of the written examination has two parts, Part A and Part B. The texts in both parts will be related to one 
or more of the prescribed themes.

Part A 

The student will be required to read one or two texts in Karen of approximately 400 words in total. Where there are 
two texts, the texts will be different in style and purpose but may be related in subject matter or context.

Questions on the texts will be phrased in English for responses in English.

Part B 

The student will be required to read one text or two related texts totalling approximately 150 words in Karen. If two 
related texts are used (for example, an attachment within an email) they will be presented as one text with two parts.

The student will be required to respond to questions, statements, comments and/or other specific items provided 
in the written text. The task will specify a purpose, context and audience. The text type the student will be required 
to produce will be drawn from those listed for productive use on page 9.

The student will be expected to write a response of approximately 150 words in Karen. The task will be phrased 
in English and Karen for a response in Karen.
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Section 3: Writing in Karen 

Purpose

Section 3 of the written examination is designed primarily to assess the student’s ability to express ideas through 
the creation of original text in Karen. 

Specifications

The student will be required to write a text involving presentation of ideas and/or information and/or opinions. There 
will be a choice of two to four tasks. The tasks will be related to one or more of the prescribed themes. Tasks 
will accommodate a range of student interests and will be designed to ensure that the student is provided with 
opportunities for producing different kinds of writing (for example, personal, imaginative, persuasive, informative, 
evaluative, reflective, narrative or descriptive, either individually or in combination) through, for example:

•	 having different purposes, audiences and contexts

•	 requiring different text types (see table of text types for productive use).

The student will be required to write a response of approximately 250 words in Karen. The tasks will be phrased 
in English and Karen for a response in Karen.
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Summary of outcomes and 
assessment tasks
The following tables provide an overview of outcomes and assessment tasks required for Units 1–4.

Outcomes and assessment tasks for Units 1 and 2

Outcomes Unit 1 (4 tasks) Outcomes Unit 2 (4 tasks)

1 1

Establish and maintain a 
spoken or written exchange 
related to personal areas of 
experience.

Informal conversation.
or
Reply to personal letter  
or email.

Participate in a spoken or 
written exchange related to 
making arrangements and 
completing transactions.

Formal letter or email.
or
Role-play. 
or
Interview.

2 2

Listen to, read and obtain 
information from spoken  
and written texts.

a) Listen to spoken texts  
(e.g. conversations, 
interviews, broadcasts) 
to obtain information to 
complete notes, charts 
or tables in Karen or 
English.

and
b) Read written texts 

(e.g. extracts, 
advertisements, letters) 
to obtain information to 
complete notes, charts 
or tables in Karen or 
English.

Listen to, read and extract 
and use information and 
ideas from spoken and 
written texts.

a) Listen to spoken texts 
(e.g. conversations, 
interviews, broadcasts) 
and reorganise 
information and ideas  
in a different text type.

and
b) Read written texts 

(e.g. extracts, 
advertisements, 
letters) and reorganise 
information and ideas  
in a different text type.

3 3

Produce a personal 
response to a spoken or 
written text focusing on real 
or imaginary experience.

Oral presentation. 
or 
Review. 
or 
Article.

Give expression to real or 
imaginary experience in  
spoken or written form.

Journal entry. 
or 
Personal account. 
or 
Short story.
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Outcomes and coursework assessment tasks for Units 3 and 4

Outcomes Unit 3 (3 tasks) Outcomes Unit 4 (3 tasks)

1 1

Express ideas through the 
production of original texts.

A 250-word personal or 
imaginative written piece.

Analyse and use information 
from written texts.

A response to specific 
questions, messages or 
instructions, extracting 
and using information 
requested.

2 2

Analyse and use information 
from spoken texts.

A response to specific 
questions, messages or 
instructions, extracting 
and using the information 
requested.

Respond critically to 
spoken and written texts 
that reflect aspects of 
the language and culture 
of Karen-speaking 
communities.

a) A 250–300-word 
informative, persuasive 
or evaluative written 
response, for example 
report, comparison or 
review.

and
b) A three- to four-minute 

interview on an issue 
related to the texts 
studied.

3 3

Exchange information, 
opinions and experiences.

A three- to four-minute 
role-play, focusing on the 
resolution of an issue.

Contribution of assessment tasks to study score

School-assessed Coursework % End-of-year examinations %

Unit 3 Oral examination

250-word personal or imaginative written piece. 
Response to spoken texts. 
Three- to four-minute role-play.

10 
5 

10

Conversation 
 
Discussion

 12.5

Unit 4 Written examination

Response to written texts. 5 Listening and responding 
Part A: Response in English 
Part B: Response in Karen

 7.5 
 7.5

250–300-word informative, persuasive or 
evaluative written piece.

10 Reading and responding 
Part A: Response in English 
Part B: Response in Karen

 
 5 
 7.5

Three- to four-minute interview. 10 Writing  10
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Overall contribution of School-assessed Coursework and end-of-year examinations %

Oral   32.5

Responding to spoken texts  20

Responding to written texts  17.5

Writing  30
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